While this estimate provides a useful guideline to inform future experiments, its approximate nature has to be recognized. For example, while there is currently no study of the length dependence of  mp in this range of L DNA with nanopipettes (to the best of the authors' knowledge), the extrapolation is rather long (from kbp to 100s of bp), via a double-logarithmic scaling representation, and is thus associated with a rather large error. Moreover, in doing so the DNA makes a transition from a long polymer L DNA >> persistence length to a short one, L DNA  persistence length, so a change in the scaling law is likely. Nevertheless, as we show in the main text, the considerations above do have some predictive power, in that L DNA,m indeed constitutes a limit of detection, at least under the experimental conditions here.
5) Additional information extracted from the translocation data
While  and I mp are both dependent on V bias , it has been shown previously that the integral of the I(t)
trace during an event is specific to the analyte under study (the so-called 'event charge deficit', ecd, Electrophoresis. 2007, 28, 3186-3192) . In other words, for a given DNA sample, shorter events typically show larger I mp , whereas slower events display lower I mp values. Thus, for a given set of translocation data, e.g. for the same DNA at different V bias , the ecd should be the same. That this is indeed the case for the data shown in the main manuscript is re-assuring, since it shows that the results are contaminated with impurities, external noise, or affected by instrumental settings/limitations. 
